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Pub quiz
1. What is the second most populous city in Italy after Rome? 

2.  The former Fourth Avenue in Manhattan is now known by 
what name? 

3.  You can visit Pike Place Market in which city? 

4.  Bridge Road, Swan Street and Victoria Street are 
notable thoroughfares in which inner-city Melbourne 
neighbourhood? 

5. Charles de Gaulle Airport is located in which Parisian suburb, 
which occasionally lends its name to the aerodrome? 

6.  Which European city is home to the continent’s most 
billionaires? 
a) London
b) Monte Carlo
c) Moscow

7.  Which city has hosted the most Summer Olympic Games, 
doing so three times? 

8.  Which New Zealand city is centred around Cathedral 
Square? 

9. True or false: Antarctica has a top-level domain, equivalent 
to .au.

10.  Helsinki is located on what body of water?

Sudoku
THE aim of Sudoku is to complete the entire grid using the numbers 

1-9. Numbers can only be used once in each row, column, and 3×3 box.

DIABOLICAL

Seen it at the movies

This famous “chick flick” tear-
jerker of modernity was originally 
based on a novel by Nicholas 
Sparks before being made into a 
highly successful feature film. 

The book was primarily set 
in New Bern, North Carolina, 
however, when the filmmakers 
began scouting for locations, they 
decided to shoot the film in South 

Carolina instead.
In fact, they enjoyed the state 

so much that the scriptwriters 
changed major location details 
from the book to create the 
fictional town of Seabrook in the 
movie, inspired by the peaceful 
greenery of South Carolina. 

Can you name the film starring 
the hunky Ryan Gosling?
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ANSWERS 16 FEB

Celebrity faces: Eyes - Craig Owens, Journey Beyond, Nose - Ashton 
Kutcher, Mouth - Angelina Jolie

Unscramble: ache, achier, achy, ahem, arch, chain, chair, char, 
charm, chary, chime, chimera, chimney, chin, china, chine, chyme, 
each, enrich, hair, hairy, hame, hare, harem, harm, hear, heir, 
henry, hernia, hire, hiya, hyena, hymen, hymn, inch, machine, 
MACHINERY, march, menhir, mynah, niche, ranch, reach, rhea, 
rhyme, rich, yeah

Funnies Flashback
WE’VE trawled through the TD Window Seat 

archives to give you a blast from the past. Here’s some 
gems from 20 Jun 2014:

WHAT a croc!
Australia is poised to provide Dubai’s next attraction in the 

form of King Croc, a giant 750kg crocodile which will take up 
residency at the Dubai Aquarium and Underwater Zoo.

Along with his female croc companion of the last 20 years, the 
40-year old reptile will soon reside in a special enclosure that 
replicates their natural habitat.

King Croc’s statistics alone are sure to wow the crowds, with a 
head weighing over 150kg and 60 teeth, each of which are the 
size of a human index finger.

The saltwater reptile is tipped to grow even larger over the 
remaining 50 years of his life & already boasts the strongest bite 
force of any animal at 3,700 pounds per square inch.

Officials from the Australian Government have helped to 
facilitate the transfer of the two crocs after carrying out full and 
extensive qualification testing of his new Dubai handlers.
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